Seismic waves are used to explore large-scale radial structure and lateral heterogeneity of shear velocity in the D" region, the chemical and thermal boundary layer at the base of the mantle. We analyze long-period, horizontally polarized (SH) shear waveforms from earthquakes in the northwest Pacific recorded in Europe and the Middle East for evidence of proposed laterally varying shear velocity stratification in D" beneath Eurasia. Specifically, our data sample the lower mantle extending from beneath the Arctic Ocean near Novaya Zemlya, USSR, to under northern India. Using a reflectivity technique to model the SH waveforms, we determine a locally stratified shear velocity model, SGLE, that provides a good average travel time and waveform fit to over 80% of the data sensitive to D" structure. SGLE is characterized by a rapid 2.75% increase in shear velocity approximately 290 km above the core-mantle boundary, similar to previously proposed models for this region. Unlike for other regions analyzed using similar waveform modeling techniques, the percentage of data inconsistent with this average radial model is fairly substantial, indicating that laterally heterogeneous D" velocity structure is important in this region. Some waveforms lack the reflected arrival expected for a stratified model, while others show evidence of two arrivals, both possibly originating within D". While our data are insufficient for direct inversion of the three-dimenSional structure, we utilize several simple parameterizations of the waveforms to gain some understanding of the region. Both the relative amplitude and differential travel time variations of the waveforms indicate that D" beneath Eurasia is characterized by (1) broad regions in which the structure has large-scale stratification giving coherent long-period reflections, with superimposed velocity variations that scatter shorter-wavelength waves; and (2) smaller regions which are sufficiently heterogeneous to scatter even the long-period energy. The scale length of the lateral heterogeneity in D" that produces these variations is inferred to be somewhat less than 500 km, which contrasts with weaker lateral heterogeneity that is observed in the central region of the lower mantle, where heterogeneity scale lengths of approximately 500-1000 km appear to dominate. These observations are consistent with a model of the lower mantle in which distributed heterogeneity is concentrated in D", generating a locally stratified layer in some regions. The effects of a diffuse or topographically variable D" discontinuity must be further explored using two-and three-dimensional synthetic calculations before inversions for the detailed structure can be undertaken.
INTRODUCTION
The lowermost 100-300 km of the mantle (termed the D" region) have long been characterized as anomalous in material properties relative to the bulk of the lower mantle [Bullen, 1949] . While the detailed velocity structure of D" is still unresolved, it is apparent that lateral heterogeneity exists on scale lengths ranging from tens of kilometers [e.g., Haddon Figure 1 have not been fully quantified, and aspects of each may in fact contribute to the total wave field complexity, we feel that a laterally varying stratified velocity structure in D" remains the most viable model yet proposed for the intermediate-and long-period S and P waveform data. It is likely that there is ubiquitous smallerscale heterogeneity embedded within this large-scale structure, which probably can only be treated with statistical wave propagation procedures. Thus, there is a philosophical question of whether the seismologist should attempt to model the longer-wavelength structure beginning with a scattering theory or with a parameterized deterministic modeling procedure. We pursue our investigation of D" heterogeneity following the latter course, fully aware that this influences our perspective of the problem.
By allowing for lateral variation in the depth and strength of the discontinuity, a stratified D" model can accommodate both the globally consistent distance and azimuthal behavior of the S cS and P cP precursor energy and still allow for the detailed variability observed between different regions. If the radial velocity gradients are stronger than the horizontal gradients in the structure, the longer-period wave interactions may be approximated using a local one-dimensional model. Such a conceptual approach has been followed to model data coherent over scale lengths ranging from order 200 km [Weber and Davis, 1990 ] to order 500-1500 km [Lay and Helmberger, 1983; Lay, 1987a, 1990] . Strict interpretation of this modeling approach leads to the conclusion that the stratified structure sometimes fades out or terminates over relatively short distances [e.g., Weber and Davis, 1990] . In regions of very strong lateral gradients the modeling procedures must be modified, and scattering analysis may be needed, blurring the distinction between the first two hypotheses in Figure 1 . Even with incomplete modeling, the inference of strong lateral gradients in D" places important constraints on the fundamental nature of the lower mantle structure, thus we feel that this strong lateral variability in D" merits further analysis.
Toward this end, we present a substantial suite of new longperiod S H waveform data from intermediate and deep earthquakes located in the northwest Pacific, recorded at European and Middle Eastern World-Wide Seismic Network (WWSSN) and Graefenberg (GRF) stations (Figure 2
. The sampled region of D", a broad patch extending from below the Arctic Ocean near Novaya Zemlya, USSR, to beneath northern India, encompasses localized regions previously explored using long-period SH waves [Lay and Helmberger, 1983 ], short-period P waves [Baumgardt, 1989] , and broadband P and S waves [Davis and Weber, 1990; Weber and Davis, 1990] . Our data span a much broader region than any one of these previous studies, and the variety of source/receiver combinations provides a denser sampling of D" in this region. The shear velocity discontinuity models generated by the prior studies are presented in Figure 3 . Model SLHE [Lay and Helmberger, 1983 ] is characterized by a 2.75% discontinuity approximately 325 km above the CMB, while SWDK [Weber and ] has a 2.0% discontinuity approximately 290 km above the CMB. The preferred P wave models are consistent with the SH models: Baumgardt [1989] argues that a P velocity discontinuity with the magnitude and depth of SLHE is compatible with the short-period observations, while Weber and propose PWDK, which has a 3.0% P velocity discontinuity approximately 290 km above the CMB. The minor differences in estimated depth of the discontinuity between these studies can largely be attributed to differences in reference Earth model and assumed core radius. Both Baurngardt [1989] and Weber and suggest that strong lateral variations in the D" structure exist within the Eurasian patch spanned by our new data, involving either small-scale heterogeneity of the discontinuity or possibly the abrupt disappearance of the velocity increase.
Lacking the data coverage needed to invert our waveform data for laterally varying lower mantle structure, we take a forward modeling approach to the problem. Starting with the proposed S velocity models for this region (SLHE and SWDK), we use trial and error to obtain a model that provides an average fit to our observed waveforms and differential travel times. Our preferred average model for the region, SGLE, is presented in Figure 3 . As seen below, over 80% of the waveforms examined display behavior generally consistent with this model.
However, substantial variability in the timing and strength of the extra arrival in some waveforms leads to the conclusion that the discontinuous structure is somewhat more laterally heterogeneous than that observed, for example, beneath Alaska [Young and Lay, 1990] . We attempt to quantify this heterogeneity by evaluating the relative strength and travel time variation of the extra arrival in each waveform, mapping the observations to their turning points in D". While some spatial coherence is present in these patterns, it is clear that at scale lengths of approximately 500 kin, and allowing for the large fresnel zone of our long-period waves, the rapid variations in the strength and timing of the anomalous precursor cannot be interpreted in terms of any simple pattern of fade-out or termination of a stratified structure. Focussing, defocussing, and scattering from gradients in the D" structure are probably involved but are not quantifiable with our onedimensional modeling procedure. Figure 4 , calculated for a source depth of 400 km using an SH reflectivity algorithm (courtesy of G. MQller). These profiles illustrate the waveform effects predicted for lower manfie model SGLE (Figure 3 ), which we propose as a reference structure for this region, in contrast to the waveforms expected for Preliminary Reference Earth Model (PREM) [Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981] , which has smooth velocity gradients in D" (Figure 3 ). SGLE has the same structure as PREM above 2300 km depth. The synthetics have a source frequency content and a longperiod WWSSN instrument response that are representative of most of our data. As described by Lay and Helmberger [1983] , the shear velocity discontinuity produces a triplication in the wave field, resulting in an extra arrival that, at long periods, consists of the constructive interference of energy that has reflected off of or refracted below the discontinuity. Using the triplication terminology proposed by those authors (see Figure  4) , we refer to direct S turning above the discontinuity as Sab, and the ScS precursor as Scd, the refracted arrival from below the discontinuity.
The actual reflection off of the discontinuity, Sbc, is never seen as an isolated arrival in the long-period signals. For this source depth, Scd can be clearly 
Event Profiles
Data profiles for 13 selected events are displayed in Figures 5-7. Due to space limitations (and poor data distribution for several events), we do not present profiles for all 22 events; however, the events chosen for display characterize the data set as a whole, and the summary analysis presented later in this paper includes observations from all 22 events. We feel that only by analyzing a large data set can we hope to determine the complex D" structure; thus we will discuss the data in some detail. Portions of two of the profiles (events 6 and 7), plus a few additional waveforms, were modeled by Lay and Helmberger [1983] , leading to model SLHE, but our data set is greatly expanded over previous work. In all profiles, the traces are time-shifted to align the ScS arrival on the superimposed ScS low-amplitude ScS. However, the seismograms at NUR for event 9 and UME for event 12, which both have weak but observable ScS arrivals, show no energy at the expected time of Scd. These profiles suggest that the evidence for a stratified discontinuity structure weakens as we sample further to the east beneath Siberia (as will be discussed below), but this conclusion is tentative due to the weak downward radiation.
Taiwan Event. the event is again somewhat limited. NUR, UME, DAG, COP, events 17 and, most clearly, 15 display somewhat late Scd ATU, KTG (all precrossover), and VAL (postcrossover) all' arrivals, although the S pulse rise times are rather long for display evidence of an Scd arrival with the timing predicted for SGLE, and UME, JER, KON, COP, and ATU all show evidence of an sScd arrival. JER and KON lack evidence for Scd, although ScS is also quite small on these seismograms. The remainder of the seismograms from 84 ø to 90 ø are not diagnostic due to their proximity to the crossover distance.
Station Profiles
It is clear from the above event profiles that the variability observed in the waveform data is not easily attributed to eventspecific parameters such as source region, focal depth, or radiation pattern. However, individual station behavior may contribute to the variability, either through variation in structure near the station or perhaps via a smooth azimuthal variation between stations due to lower mantle heterogeneity. The wide spatial distribution of our sources allows us to compile profiles of events recorded at individual stations. By examining the station profiles we can assess the contribution of receiver structure or systematic trends for a given station. reflected energy exits the slab quickly, and minimal pulse distortion is expected for these waveforms [Vidale, 1987; Gaherty et al., 1991] . Therefore, it is unlikely that anomalous energy observed in both the downgoing (S, ScS) and upgoing (sS, sScS) waveforms is due to a slab source [Lay, 1986] . As the mining point of sScd is displaced from that of Scd by of the order of 100 kin, the sScd observations provide a test of the consistency and scale of variability present in the waveforms. These upgoing observations are included in the composite turning-point map presented later.
Differential Travel Times
We assess the overall fit of our reference model SGLE by comparing the observed differential times ScS-Sab, ScS-Scd, sScS-sSab, and sScS-sScd with the SGLE predictions. The waveforms are essentially a superposition of three main arrivals; thus the differential times parameterize the waveforms in a manner that allows an assessment of the overall data set.
Observations lacking measurable arrivals are intrinsically The differential travel times are plotted in Figure 10 , along with curves calculated by raytracing though SGLE. Figure 10a displays the differential times for ScS-Scd and ScS-Sab, while Figure 10b shows the surface-reflected differential times. In fitting the timing of the waveforms, our first priority is to match the differential time ScS-Scd, which is most sensitive to structure in D". Note that we intrinsically expect some scatter due to the waveform variations affecting peak-to-peak differential time measurements. There is also a possible bias toward positive anomalies at distances beyond 80 ø as the peak of Scd is shifted late by interference with the Sab arrival, an effect not accounted for in the raytraced travel time curves. SGLE fits these observations well throughout the distance range: a least squares fit to the residual time •Tres=(ScSScd)obs-(ScS-Scd)SGL E plotted versus distance results in a line of essentially zero slope and offset of 0.25 s, well within the accuracy of our observations. This fit is reinforced by the compatibility of the observed ScS-Sab times wi• SGLE throughout the distance range (Figure 10a ). Sab at distances less than 70 ø turns at depths well above D", and the ScS-Sab times require no further perturbation of the structure beyond that needed to fit the ScS-Scd times, so we did not perturb the PREM structure at depths less than 2300 km.
The surface-reflected differential times presented in Figure   10b corresponding $cS-Scd observations, probably due to a combination of poor source radiation, higher noise levels, higher attenuation, and upper mantle heterogeneity above the slabs, but, in general, the sScS-sScd and sScS-sSab observations are compatible with the predictions of SGLE. Included in Figure 10a are observed differential travel times for the second $cS precursor observed for some events, as mentioned above. There is no predicted arrival for SGLE that corresponds to these observations, and they may provide additional insight into the extent of lateral variation present in the D" structure. While it is plausible that this ScS precursor is simply due to fortuitous alignment of reverberations at the receivers (i.e., see Figure 8 ), the large number of event-receiver pairs at which the arrival is observed, and the move-out of the arrival relative to S (Figure 10a) , suggest otherwise. The arrival is observed most consistently on seismograms of events located in the Japall slab, raising the possibility that the arrival is a near-source (slab diffraction) effect. However, the arrival is observed sporadically for events in the Kurile slab, which has a very different geometry from the Japan slab. Long-period synthetic calculations of slab diffraction effects do not predict sharp precursors to ScS for either slab geometry [Cormier, 1989; Vidale, 1987] . Therefore, near-source effects do not appear to be a ready explanation, so we assess the possibility that the second Sc$ precursor is of lower mantle origin. As an end-member approach, we attempt to model the waveforms using a one-dimensional structure. The intermittent occurrence and spatially distributed nature of the second precursor preclude such a model from being completely correct, but this modeling approach allows us to generally characterize the potential source of the anomalous observations. The timing and size of the double precursors between 70 ø and 80 ø can be roughly modelled using a structure that incorporates two 2.3% discontinuities in shear velocity structure, one approximately 300 km above the CMB, the second 160 km above the CMB. Such a model is shown in Figure 1 required 7% low velocity anomalies to produce scattered wave amplitudes comparable to those produced by a 2.75% velocity discontinuity. The double precursor waveforms are thus indicative of strong, rapid lateral variation in D" structure in this region, and we investigate this variation further in the next section.
MAPPING LATERAL VARIATIONS
While SGLE serves as a plausible one-dimensional model for the average shear velocity structure in D" beneath Eurasia, it is clear that a significant number of observed waveforms sample a structure that differs considerably from SGLE. Our impression is that the consistent behavior of the majority of the data warrants the use of SGLE as a reference model, about which we will now explore the necessary perturbations. Clearly, other perspectives of the data exist, and one could argue that the data are so scattered that any model such as SGLE is misleading, since the three-dimensional heterogeneity may have completely different basic character. This is very likely to apply for the double arrivals modeled by $GLE2. We are separately developing scattering inversion procedures to accommodate the latter perspective but in this paper continue with the hypothesis that the variations are caused by perturbations about SGLE. In an effort to understand the waveform variability, we characterize several simple parameters of the waveforms, and then use spatial projections of these parameters to gain insight into the three-dimensional structure that may be responsible. observation has a characteristic sampling width, or fresnel zone, of the order of 300-500 km (approximately 3 times the width of the large symbols in Figure 12 ). As a result, there is considerable overlap between the sampling points. Also, the Scd phase is not a simple reflection but a "folding over" of the wave field caused by grazing the high-velocity layer, so it is not a point-sampling reflection in any sense. A complex pattern of reflectivity strength emerges from this simple parameterization, but several inferences can be made. The primary pattern apparent in Figure 12 is the predominance of clusters of positive observations. It is seems that, to first order, a D" discontinuity model such as SGLE provides a good fit to observations beneath Novaya Zemlya and the north Siberia coast near the prominent narrow gulf, Obskaya Guba, and in a large patch beneath central Siberia we clearly need to incorporate an element of small-scale lateral variability into our model, perhaps associated with small-scale dynamics in D" and in the overlying mantle. One end-member approach is to interpret regions producing a strong D" triplication arrival in terms of a stratified layer such as that in Figure 17b , while the regions that lack the anomalous arrival are interpreted in terms of a smooth PREMlike structure, i.e., Figure 17a . Garnero et al. [1988] [Jeanloz, 1990 [Jeanloz, , 1991 . In a region where the spatial density of heterogeneities is high, with velocities being on average relatively high, D" could appear stratified to both short-and long-period seismic energy: In regions where the heterogeneity is more sparse, the longperiod energy may average out the discrete blobs, giving a relatively coherent Scd arrival while the short-period energy would be scaRered and only intermittenfiy give rise to coherent reflections. In some areas, the heterogeneity may be so sparse as to scatter the long-period energy as well, only intermittently generating long-period Scd arrivals. Currently, we lack the capability of calculating synthetic waveforms for a three-dimensional velocity model incorporating D" heterogeneity with spatial scale approaching the wavelengths of the seismic energy, and therefore we cannot yet quantitatively interpret our observations in terms of such a model. Three-dimensional finite difference codes and improved computer capabilities will soon enable such calculations. However, intuitively, our data appear qualitatively in agreement with such a model. While most of the sampled region exhibits strong evidence for a stratified layer in D", several regions are more variable, perhaps indicative of increased scattering due to more dispersed heterogeneity sffucture.
This model may reconcile our data with the short-period P wave observations from other studies that sample this region. The area of our region that is most densely sampled by the broadband observations is a 200 km by 400 km area located about 400 km east of Obskaya Guba (labeled as WD on Figure  12 ; see also Figure 11 of Weber and ). Weber and observe that waveforms that sample D" in the northeastern part of this region show evidence of a discontinuity arrival in the short-period P waves, while those that sample the southern and western edges of the region show no evidence of a short-period Pcd arrival and only intermittent evidence of a broadband Scd arrival. The very dense patch of "strong yes" observations that we observe in this region directly overlies the "negative" short-period observations. Thus, an area which is interpreted to be a poor reflector for short-period energy appears to retain coherent reflective structure at longer periods. Although no other regions are • well sampled by both this study and that of Weber and Davis [1990] , similar conclusions can be drawn for the regions beneath the Arctic Ocean east and northeast of Novaya Zemlya• both are characterized as being of poor reflectivity for shortperiod P waves but having fairly coherent reflections for longperiod S waves. While this behavior may be reconciled with a distributed heterogeneity model such as that pictured in Figure  17c , more extensive three-dimensional modeling must be performed to confirm this notion.
Interpretation of short-period seismic wave behavior in terms of discontinuity or heterogeneity models is quite complex. First, variation in the sharpness of a D" discontinuity (or sharpness of D" heterogeneities) may explain much of the observed variability. While long-period shear wave synthetic•s cannot distinguish between a shar p discontinuity and a velocity increase distributed in depth over up to 90 km [Lay and ], short-period P wave synthetics show no evidence of a triplication arrival between 70 ø and 80 ø if the discont. inuity is distributed over a 100-kin-thick transition zone [Young and Lay, 1987a] . Therefore, rapid variation of the sharpness of the discontinuity may explain both the S and P observations. Variable sharpness of the discontinuity may result from lateral variation in heterogenei,ty distribution above and below the discontinuity. Another possibility to consider as the source of waveform variability is increased roughness or topography on the surface of the stratified layer. While the long-period refraction that makes up Scd should be relatively insensitive to small (~10 km) topographic variations, the short-period observations should be sensitive to such variability. Synthetic modeling incorporating threedimensional topography on the discontinuity must be . performed to evaluate this hypothesis.
Finally, a comment on the objectivity and resolution of this analysis. First, it should be obvious that waveform modeling is inherently subjective and the evaluation of the misfit between a seismogram and a synthetic is not always obvious. Unknowns such as radiation pattern, receiver structure, and along-path heterogeneity can alter a waveform to the point that a strong Scd arrival is diminished or a weak Scd arrival is enhanced. However, by systematically restricting our interpretation to data that we feel are relatively robust, we are confident that inferences about the lateral extent and rapid variability of the D" discontinuity that we have reported are resolved within the context of that model. Specifically, the regions with substantial data sampling are not subject to misinterpretation of a few seismograms. These regions are sampled by data recorded at a variety of epicentral distances and source-receiver azimuths, and there is no clear distance or azimuthal dependance to the variability. In contrast, the outlying areas (i.e., eastern Siberia, India) are interpreted with far less confidence. While the individual observations ap•ar reliable, the rapid variability seen in the well-sampled regions cautions us against interpreting seemingly coherent patterns observed in sparsely sampled regions. The .interpretati. ons of these sparse data regions are preliminary, and additional observations from a variety of azimuths and epicentral distances should be made before a strong interpretation is presented regarding the D" structure in these regions.
CONCLUSIONS
Long-period SH waveforms from events in the northwest Pacific, recorded at European and Middle Eastern WWSSN and GRF stations, are generally consistent with a 2.75% discontinuity in shear velocity structure approximately 285 km above the CMB beneath Eurasia. Travel time and amplitude variations in the waveforms indicate that laterally heterogeneous structure is also important in the lower mantle in this region. The discontinuity structure appears quite strong beneath the Arctic Ocean, Novaya Zemlya, and the north coast of Siberia near the narrow gulf Obskaya Guba; it appears to be variable just south of Obskaya Guba but appears to be strong again to the east beneath central Siberia, extending south to India. The extent of the stratification is unconstrained to the north, west, and south of the sampled region. The eastern and west central edges of the sampled region are poorly constrained, but the data perhaps indicate a fade-out or breakdown of the discontinuity structure. Overall, the rapid fluctuations of the Scd arrivals, varying from very strong to nonexistent, indicate that at small scales, D" may be described as a layer of distributed heterogeneities. Differential travel time observations indicate that region D" is characterized by velocity heterogeneity with length scale less than 500 km, supporting a model consisting of a layer of small-scale heterogeneity. In contrast, the lower mantle between 1000 km and 2500 km depth is characterized by coherent lateral velocity heterogeneity with scale lengths of 500-1000 km. Observations of a second Scd precursor indicate that additional layered or scattering structures may be present within D". A rapidly varying gradational velocity increase, and topography on a stratified layer, must also be considered as potential explanations of the waveform data, requiring accurate synthetics calculated for three-dimensional velocity models.
